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Winter Forages
With cattle prices at an all-time high, now is the time to invest in some good quality winter
forage. At NFW we have a wide range of oats varieties in stock and ready to go for the winter
season.
With a wet start to the oats season its important that we pick the right oats variety and nutrition
to suit your needs. Oats generally need 40-80kg of Nitrogen to grow a successful bulk of
nutritional feed. It is important after all of this rain to remember that due to leaching nitrogen
levels in the soil maybe low. It is also important that you pick one of the newer varieties of oats
that has good levels of disease resistance.
If oats doesn’t suit your requirements we also have forage Barley and Wheat. We are stocking
Harpoon, Dictator 2 and Moby Barley as well as Petrel Wheat. All fantastic for Grazing or Hay
making. Just like the oats, Nitrogen plays a huge role in the yield and quality of the hay that you
produce.
If you are unsure of what fertiliser, variety or seeding rate that would suit you best, speak to one
of our agronomists.

Kate: 0400 025 205
Ryan: 0427 642 490

Product Supply Update
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With the winter planting season not far away, we thought it appropriate to update you on the
current trends in relation to farm inputs.
1.Fertilizer; Urea pricing has dropped from previous highs. The price drop has been as a result of
lower global demand. With the Northern Hemisphere entering its spring it is anticipated demand
will increase and prices will firm up again.
Ammonium phosphate fertilizers(DAP/MAP) will remain at their historical highs and are unlikely to
decrease in price over the next few months.
In terms of volume most fertilizer companies are confident they have enough volume to satisfy the
Australian market demand, however, they are getting concerned that there will be a delayed
demand as we move closer to May, and it may not be physically possible to get material out of
there warehouses and on to farm. They are urging farmers to place orders and get stocks moving
to avoid congestion and delays at planting.
2.Glyphosate; Pricing on glyphosate has remained firm. There had been an expectation that
supply may increase as a result of the Chinese factories returning to full production after the
Chinese New Year holidays. In turn the extra production would result in a fall in glyphosate pricing.
However last week, Bayer announced that it has a major disruption to its USA manufacturing site.
This is turn will mean that North America will rely on Chinese produced glyphosate to fill the
shortfall. The outlook is that prices will remain at the current level. Supply of Glyphosate should
be adequate, however if Australia experiences a wetter than average autumn (as per BOM
predicts) than supplies may become limited.
3.Paraquat; There is very limited volumes of Paraquat available, supply is not likely to free up this
autumn. Pricing has increased.
4.Post Emergent Herbicides; The phenoxy herbicides such as 2,4 D Amine and MCPA are in tight
supply. Supplies of products such as 242 (MCPA/ Picloram) are going to be limited, so we
recommend you start procuring supply now. Both actives are in short supply. The Grass herbicides
(Verdict, Select) will be in tight supply, as they are also being used as in fallow sprays. Select
(Clethodim) supplies are globally short.
5.Fungicides; Outbreak of disease is notoriously difficult to predict. However, in Southern Australia
the situation would indicate that their will be a high incidence of disease pressure, as many grain
growing districts have had a wet summer and the “green bridge” has existed in nearly all of NSW,
Victoria and South Australia. All suppliers report that the orders for fungicides exceed their ability
to supply.
In summary, it is likely that it will be a challenging winter growing season ahead in terms of
product supply and pricing. We would urge that farmers start planning their winter requirements
and speaking to us. Forward planning now may alleviate some heartache occurring further down
the track.—STOP PRESS –Russian/Ukraine conflict could add pressure to high farming costs.2
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